Cocoa IQ
Smarter By Nature
WHAT IT IS:


An innovative blend of brain-boosting nutrients

WHY YOU NEED IT:






Important for patients wanting improved brain health
Targets patients with reduced brain sharpness and depression
Good for patients with Age-Related Memory Loss
Supports patients with Mild Cognitive Impairment
All natural, no side effects

HOW IT HELPS:
Cocoa IQ is a mind-boosting formula that features an ultra-pure cocoa extract that
supports a healthy balance of brain chemicals necessary for optimal mental sharpness
and data recall. Clinical testing has demonstrated that participants using the cocoa
extract in Cocoa IQ performed better on tests of short term memory and thinking speed.
When stripped of the over-processing and sugar found in chocolate ‘sweets and treats’,
the main ingredient in chocolate, cocoa, has been shown to be of great support to the
aging brain.
Nothing rots your brain out faster than sugar, and nothing may nourish your brain better
than purified cocoa extract. If you can separate out the sugar from the cocoa, you’ve
got a winning formula: Cocoa IQ.
For even better performance, Cocoa IQ is packed with other clinically tested ingredients
that promote healthy brain functioning on many levels. These ingredients include
phosphatidylserine, acetyl-L-carnitine, Bacopa, curcumin, and Ginkgo biloba.

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
Always consult your doctor before taking any of these products.

Whether by supporting healthy brain metabolism, structure, or processing speed, Cocoa
IQ has everything you need to regain your mental edge.
Cocoa IQ: it’s chocolate for the intelligent crowd.
Usual Dosage: Take three (3) capsules once or twice daily, preferably on an empty
stomach. As this supplement contains Ginkgo biloba, it should be discontinued one
week prior to surgery.
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